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BUDDI™ - CODING.Ai - AUTO MEDICAL CODING PLATFORM
CPT &

+

ICD-10 Dual Code Ready

Auto Medical Coding API / Platform

CODING.Ai™
Automatic ICD-9, ICD-10, CPT, E/M medical coding platform using propreity NLP/machine learning algorithms
Machine codes 1000+ medical charts of all 30+ specialties in less than 15 minutes at machine speed
Full blown comprehensive medical coding enterprise workflow platform
Role-based logins for coding mangers, onsite/remote coders, auditors and provider clients
Built-In encoder features with deep-semantic search, crosswalks, ICD-9/10/CPT code set index
Built-in regulatory updates of medical code sets from CMS/others to avoid denials caused by non-compliance
Propriety NLP algorithms built-in to interpret patient charts of various provider formats by BUDDI platform
Built-In NCCI edits, MCE, OCE, MUE edits and LCD/NCD determinations to comply with coding standards Propriety
Machine learning algorithms which exponentially improves medical coding accuracy to 95%+
Supports both physician & facility coding for out-patient specialties.
Supports inpatient coding with built-In DRG groupers.
Built-In OCR feature to convert handwritten charts to electronic charts on-the-fly by BUDDI platform
Built-in integration for ‘Denial Score’, to predict medical coding related claim denials and improving reimbursements
Military grade security of PHI’s with 256 Bit AES encryption.
Built-in secure FTP uploads for bulk medical chart uploads from provider clients, partners (or) internally
Built-in provider (client) specific logins for clients to monitor the medical coding job status in real-time
Integrates to ALL major EMR/billing modules via HL7 & X12N protocols
Comprehensive medical coding analytics dashboard with custom reporting

Guaranteed ROI
๏ ICD-10 ready & predicts ICD-10 denials
๏ 50%+ reduction of denials within 11
months
๏ 300% jump in coder productivity
๏ 1000+ charts machine coded under 15
minutes
๏ Workflow + OCR + Auto-Coder
๏ Auto-update of CMS coding compliances

Hosted RCM Platform
- HIPAA Compliant
- Military Grade
Security
- 256 Bit AES
Encryption
- Cloud Based Platform
- Zero Software Installs
- Zero Server
Maintenance
- Auto Upgrades
- Unlimited Storage
- EMR Integration

Salient Features
๏ Industry’s most Accurate integrated
Auto-Coding & claim denial
prediction platform with
sophisticated NLP based predictive
learning capability to adapt with
changing payer adjudication rules
and varying regulatory & coding
compliances.

๏ Provides sophisticated easy-to-learn
solution for accurate, complete and
compliant coding and grouping.

๏ Enables Providers, RCM vendors with
auto coding technologies and
improved integration with EMR
systems.

๏ Provides ICD-10 functionality today
as an essential resource for all
ICD-10 implementation programs

๏ Increases coder productivity by

300% and helps streamline
operations for better ROI. HIPAA
secured cloud based platform
secured in active partnership with
Microsoft Azure.
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